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"Do not always say what you know, but always know what you were saying."
(Claudius, the Roman Emperor, 10BC-54AD)

"Faith is the only known antidote to failure!"
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ABSTRACT

This thesis is entitled *Unnaturalness on The Translation of Robert Louis Stevenson’s Novel “The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” into “Dr. Jekyll dan Tuan Hyde – Kisah Dua Sisi Kepribadian Yang Menegangkan” by Ary Kristanti.* This study directs to find the unnaturalness in translating the clauses and sentences in target text.

The researcher used descriptive – qualitative method during the research since the aim of this study is to find out the unnaturalness translation in the translation work of Robert Louis Stevenson’s novel “*the Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde*” into “*Dr. Jekyll dan Tuan Hyde – Kisah Dua Sisi Kepribadian yang Menegangkan*” by Ary Kristanti.

Based on the analysis that has been done, the researcher found there are 15 data (30.61%) were include in adapting the nature of source language because the translation is too literal, too word-for-word, and maintain the structure of source text; 3 data (6.12%) included in adapting embarking major changes because using new and different meaning from the source text; 2 data (4.08%) included in preserving the unacceptable grammar because it is not a common grammar style in target text and unacceptable structure; 2 data (4.08%) included in embarking odd language styles because the sentence is too long that make the reader does not want to read it; 16 data (32.65%) included in the word choices not fit with the text (technically) because it used complicated sentence, improper choice of word, inappropriate diction, and the sentence is too exaggerated; 7 data (14.28%) included in exposure of implicit information because it has similar structure with the source text, the translation is too long, and made an implicit information; and 4 data (8.16%) included in the use of idioms that cover cultural domains because it does not use the equal idiom to translate idiom from source text. The researcher needs to notify the rule of each characteristic to find the correct analysis.
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